Calling on all members of Red Power United, Friends of Snake Mound, and Six nations /

The Mohawk Nation.

To stand united against the ideas and beliefs of Gary McLale, the founder of Canace and a racist member of White Pride World Wide.

Hey everyone,

a serious situation is arising at Snake Mound that needs our attention and support.

Gary McLale is a white anti aboriginal activist from Caledonia. Many of you may remember the intense racist response of many Caledonia community members against the blockade that happened there. McLale is planning a march in High Park claiming that a Mohawk occupation is taking place.
We all know that the recent work in High Park has in no way involved Mohawk Warriors or those involved in the occupation of Caledonia. Although media under misrepresentation called it an occupation by Mohawk Warriors it was not!! This misrepresentation has now caused the exact conflict we have been hoping to avoid.

**Gary McHale continues to target the people of the Six Nations Confederacy by his outlandish idea of on May 28th 2011 that he will organize a gathering that says:**

"We will gather in High Park on Saturday May 28, 2011 at 2 p.m. by the Garden (Grenadier) Restaurant. We will begin with speeches and hand out literature. We will then march down towards the illegal occupation and – in keeping with the new City of Toronto policy – post signs declaring “No Whites Allowed,” “No Jews Allowed,” “No Blacks Allowed.” Literature will be handed out to local home owners about the danger near their homes."

Joint News Release by CANACE and the Caledonia Victims Project:


His ignorance to all Native people in land claim disputes and first nations issues by the racist ideas that he believes in is inappropriate and there for members of RPU in alliance with all others from Six nations, Native Rights Activists and Friends of Snake Mounds will confront Gary McHale on May 28th @ Grenadier Café at 200 Parkside Dr in order to educate him about what took place at the Snake Mound in High Park and to stop him from his plans of of marching down towards the towards Snake Mound and posting signs declaring “No Whites Allowed,” “No Jews Allowed,” “No Blacks Allowed.”

And to denounce the literature that he will be handed out to local home owners about the danger near their home.

His personal attack on the people of Six nations is a personal attack on all nations.

Therefore it is unacceptable to allow such ignorance and racism to continue.

6/1/2011
in this day and age.

Please come out and stand up for the integrity of our work and our great success in bringing the aboriginal members from Six Nations together with neighborhood members in unity to achieve this important work!

Best,

Kim Jackson